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ABSTRACT
The fluctuation of forestry economy is considered as an imperative issue in forestry
economy. In this paper, statistical description, Hodrick-Prescott Filter and Chow test are
applied to examine the short-run fluctuation and long-term fluctuation of annual growth
rate of output value of forestry in China with data covering 1993-2012. Empirical
evidence reveals there are five cycles which is associated with the average wave length up
to 3 years regarding to short-run analysis of forestry fluctuation. And two long-term
fluctuation of forestry economy, which is associated with Juglar cycle, can be recognized
based on Chow test. Moreover, it is shown that all fluctuation of forestry economy is in
accordance with implementation of forestry policy. With the purpose of promoting the
growth of output value of forestry, Chinese government needs to be extra careful in
implementing relevant investment policies.
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INTRODUCTION
Since the 1998 Yangtze River floods, China has undertaking a great economic transition of
forestry. During this period, the design and implementation of forestry policies takes account of
economic benefit, social benefit and ecological benefit. And the focus of public policy has gradually
changed from promoting the production of wood to protecting the environment. Meanwhile, remarkable
achievements in various aspects of Chinese forestry has been made from 1998 to 2012, including
starting China six vital forestry projects in 1998, implementing collective forest tenure reform from
2003 and building ecological civilization centered on forestry from 2012. More specifically, forestry
investment over time has grown at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of about 27.49% which is
more than that of the output value of forestry (10.77%) during the last 15 years in China. Nowadays,
with the implementation of a series of policies which responses to the environmental crisis in 1998 and
financial crisis in 2008, forestry sector has been becoming one of the newest drivers ofChinese
economy. On one hand, environment continues to deteriorate in most part of China. With a serious
shortage of forest,soil erosion and desertification, along with frequent natural disasters, have caused
tremendous damage to theenvironment of China. On the other hand, with the acceleration of
urbanization advancement in China, demand for forestry products is increasing rapidly. Taking demand
for wood as an example, the output gap of wood production in China will keep extending according to
ICBC’s report. More specifically, the wood production is 81.748 billion cubic meter in 2012 while the
import of wood production is up to 75.785 billion cubic meter in the meantime. So this creates the
importance of studying forestry economy.
Analysis on economic cycle, which has been widely used on many aspects of macro-economic,
is an important way to find regular pattern and internal connection of an economy. Krupkina, Deryugina
and Ponomarenko analyzed the cyclical fluctuation of GDPand pointed out the trend of output growth
rates[1]. Nekarda and Ramey discussed cyclicality of markups in the private economy and manufacturing
industries and suggested that markups are pro-cyclical conditional on a technology shockbut not the
same on demand shocks[2]. Cui and Wan discussed the fluctuation of agricultural economy from 1987 to
2010, which indicated that the characteristics of fluctuation of the output value of agriculture in China
are of low volatility, low amplitude and high frequency. Regarding to forestry sector, Wen Su and Wen
Ya-li studied the cyclical fluctuation in forestry economy and concluded that related policies, forestry
industrial structure and forestry investment are major shocks and sources of forestry economic
fluctuation.
The overwhelming majority of the aforementioned researches concentratedon the long-run
fluctuation. However, the short-run fluctuation of forestry economy, as expressed by the cyclical
fluctuations in economic activity, has not been fully examined yet. This creates the room for us to
analyze the regular pattern and characteristics of forest economy in recent years. In this paper, business
cycles are used as they are important tools to study the different behaviors of economy during the
expansions and contractions; that is, they are components of the short-run fluctuations, according to
Burns and Mitchell[3].
In this paper, we carefully consider the issue about the characteristics of fluctuation of output
value of forestry, examining the regular patterns and potential links of sectorial shocks and aggregate
fluctuations. For the sake of aiding the policy design and implementation, our study focuses on China
from 1998 to 2012 in a hope to provide more definitive evidence between forestry investment and the
output value of forestry under the new background of forestry reform and ecological civilization
building.
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The rest
r
of this paper is orrganized in the followinng fashion. Section 2 briefly
b
describes the
methodologiies and data sources. Secction 3 preseents and disccusses the em
m
mpirical resuults. Sectionn 4 draws
t conclusioons and policcy recommeendations. Seection 5 is accknowledgem
the
ment.
M
METHODO
OLOGY AND DATA
Hodrick-preescott filter
H
In thiis paper, Hodrick-Prescoott Filter is chosento
c
anaalyze the trennd and statioonary compoonents of
f
fluctuation
o forestry economy.
of
e
Thhe results of
o H-P Filter providea decompositi
d
ion of fluctuuation of
f
forestry
econnomy into a permanent (or trend) and
a a stationnary (or cyclical) compoonent[4]. Bessides, the
r
results
of H--P Filter can
n not only coontribute to identify lonng-run fluctuuation but allso help to recognize
r
s
short-run
fluuctuation. Co
onsider Eq.1 with the tim
me series
.
(1)
Wherre
is annual groowth rate of output vaalue of foreestry,
is the peermanent
is thee cyclical coomponent
c
component
o fluctuation
of
n of growth rate of outpuut value of forestry,
fo
and
o fluctuationn of growth rate of outpuut value of forestry.
of
f
C
Chow
test
Chow
w test is a typ
pical statistiical and econnometrical teest, which iss initially invvented by Chhow[5]. It
is widely used to test whether
w
theree are structuural change of time seriies, that is, whether at least
l
one
p
parameter
am
mong mean,, variance and
a trend off the time seeries changees or not. Consider
C
a reegression
m
model
with three
t
time seeries,
andd
in Eq.2
(2)
Wherre [
] arre parameterrs for estimaation respecttively, is an
a error term
m.
Dividde these timee series into two groups and consider Eq.3 and Eq.4.
E
(3)
And
(4)
To test whether there is
i structuraal change or not, the
t
null ( ) hypotthesis is
, andd the selecteed hypothesis is
or
or
. If
n
r
that there is strructural channge with
is rejected, namely,
, then it reveals
s
some
parameeter includin
ng mean, vaariance and trend
t
of the time series changed annd vice versaa. And F
t is used. Consider
test
C
thee F-statistics of F-test off :

(5)
Wherre is the residual
r
sum
m of squares of integrateed regressionn equation (Eq.2),
(
annd are
r
residual
sum
m of squares of Eq.3 and Eq.4 respectively,
arre sample size of Eq.3 and
a Eq.4
r
respectively,
, and
is numbers off parameterss. If F-statisstics is biggger than thee critical vaalue of F
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c
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is not eqqual, then it suggests

D
Data
Our empirical sttudy uses thhe time series data of output
o
valuee of forestryy (FGDP) at
a current
pprices, annuual growth rate
r
of outpput value off forestry (G
GRF) and retail
r
price index (RPI)) for the
1
1993~2012
p
period
of Ch
hina. Amongg these timee series, the output valuee of forestryyis obtained from the
C
China
Foresttry Statisticaal Yearbook published byy State Foreestry Adminiistration of the
t People's Republic
o China. While
of
W
the Chiina retail price index coomes from the
t China Sttatistical Yearbook publlished by
N
National
Burreau of Statiistics of the People’s Reepublic of Chhina. In this paper, the nominal
n
outpput value
o forestry att current pricces is expresssed in term
of
ms of billion yuan.
y
For thhe sake of exxcluding pricce factor,
t output vaalue of foresstry at curreent prices is deflated by China retaiil price indexx (using 19993 as the
the
b
base
year).
Figurre 1 is a graaphical repreesentation off the time seeries of real output valuue of forestryy. As we
c see in Fiigure 1, outp
can
put value of forestry inccreased from
m its bottom in
i 1993 to as
a high as 3995 billion
y
yuan
in 20122, which sug
ggests that thhe growth of
o output vallue of forestrry has an inncreasing tenndency to
a
aggregate.

Figu
ure 1 : Outputt value of foreestry in China

RESULT AND DISS
SCUSS
Short-run analysis of fo
S
orestry flucttuation
In thhis paper, so
ome preliminnary findinggs are initiaally reportedd by using descriptive
d
s
statistics.
C
Considering
the operabillity and avaiilability of data,
d
annual growth ratee of output value
v
of foreestry on a
y
year-on-year
r basis is obsserved to reppresent the fluctuation of
o forestry economy.
e
Figure 1 is a graphical
g
r
representatio
on of annuall growth ratee of output value of forrestry from 1993 to 20112. As it is shown
s
in
F
Figure
1,the wave lengtth, wave patttern, peak and
a trough can
c be identtified. Wavee length andd average
w
wave
length reflect the state
s
of flucttuation of foorestry sectorr from time aspect. According to caalculation
o peek to peeek method, there are five cycles duuring 1994 to
of
t 2012 of foorestry sectoors. With thee average
w
wave
lengthh up to 3 yeears, the fivve cycles beecame associated with Kitchen
K
Cyccles[6]. Amoong these
c
cycles,
the first
fi cycle staarts with duuration of abbout 4 years and ends inn 1998 and the
t characteeristics of
r of these cycles is sh
rest
hown in TAB
BLE 1. It cann be seen inn TABLE 1 that
t
the five downward spikes in
1
1996,
2000, 2002, 2004
4, 2008 resppectively aree due to diffferent reasoons. Neverthheless the 3 upward
s
spikes
in 19998, 2003 and
d 2006 respeectively are in accordannce with channges in forestry policy including
i
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China six vital
C
v
forestry
y projects inn 1998, colllective foreest tenure reeforms startting from 2003
2
and
c
constantly
deeepen reform
ms of nationaal wide in 20006.

Fiigure 2 : Annu
ual growth rate of output value of forestrry in China
TABLE 1 : Short fluctuaation of forestrry economy in
n China
Year

Length

Peak

Trough

Yearr Peak value Year Trough value

1994-1998 4 years 19988

0.46

1996

0.02

1998-2001 3 years 20011

0.16

2000

0.15

2001-2003 2 years 20033

0.26

2002

0.13

2003-2006 3 years 20066

0.25

2004

0.14

2006-2011 5 years 20111

0.28

2008

0.09

Regaarding to theelong-term fluctuation
f
o forestry economy,
of
e
Hoodrick-Presccott Filter annd Chow
ttest are usedd to extract th
he cyclical component
c
o growth ratte of output value of forrestry, and further,
of
fu
to
t whether there are strructural channges of time series or nott.
test
Hodrick-preescott filter
H
As iss showed in
n Figure3, thhe results off H-P Filterr provide a decompositiion of fluctuuation of
a
annual
grow
wth rate of ou
utput value of forestryinnto a trend and
a acyclicaalcomponentt. Cycle andd trend in
F
Figure3
represent the treend and the cyclical
c
com
mponent of annnual growth rate of outtput value off forestry
r
respectively.

Figure 3 : Cycle
C
and tren
nd of annual growth
g
rate off output value of forestry in
n China
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As thhe figure sho
owed, severaal characterisstics of shortt-run fluctuaation and lonng-term flucttuation of
fforestry econnomy can bee identified. Prior to 20003, the standdard versionn of fluctuatiion of annuaal growth
r of outpuut value of forestry
rate
f
is fluuctuating drastically. Att the peak inn 1998, impllementation of China
s
six
vital foorestry projjectsincludinng Natural Forest Prrotection Project
P
and Green foor Grain
P
Projectcontr
ibute a lot to
t the investtment of forrestry. After 2003, whenn collective forest tenurre reform
s
started
impleementing, the version off fluctuation of annual grrowth rate of output valuue of forestrry exhibit
r
relatively
higgh frequency
y movementts. Suppose the
t breakpoiint year is 20002 and Choow test is useed to test
w
whether
therre are structu
ural changes from 1993 to
t 2012.
C
Chow
test
For structural
s
chaange is pervvasive in economic time series relatioonshipsand can be quitee perilous
t be ignoredd, a further study
to
s
is madde to investiggate whetherr there are sttructural chaange or breaakpoint in
t time seriees of annual growth rateeof output vaalue of foresttry in Chinaa. The first sttep of Chow test is to
the
d a linear reegression off annual grow
do
wth rate of primary
p
prodduction of foorestry ( ),
) annual groowth rate
o secondaryy production of forestry ( ) and annnual growthh rate of terttiary producttion of foresstry ( )
of
o annual growth rate off output valuue of forestryy in China (
on
) by the standard OL
LS method as
a Eq.6.
(6)

Adjusted R-squarred=0.83 inddicates that auto-correlaation of the error term does
d
not exisst, so the
f
form
of regreession is reasonable.
The second
s
step of Chow Teestproceduree is to test whether
w
the breakpoint
b
d
divide
the tim
me series
into two timee series with
h different paarameter including meann, variance and
a trend or not.
n As it is shown in
T
TABLE
2,
there is no
n structurall change of time
t
series is rejected, namely
n
F-stattistic, Log liikelihood
r
ratio
and Waald-statistic is
i significantt at the 1% level.
l
In otheer words, thee result sugggests that yeaar 2002is
C
Chow
breakppoint of timee series.
TABLE 2 : Results
R
for Ch
how Test
Chow Breeakpoint Test : 2002
F-Statistic
5.856***
Proob.F (4, 11)
0.00
***
Log likelihhood ratio 21.676
Prob.C
Chi-Square (4) 0.00
Wald Statiistic
23.422*** Prob.C
Chi-Square (4) 0.00
Note: the symbol *** indica
N
ate significancce at the 1%; Prob. is the probability
p
off F test, Log liikelihood-ratiio test and
W
Wald
test.

In thiis case, two long-term flluctuation off annual grow
wth rate of output
o
value of forestry, which is
aassociated with
w Juglar cy
ycle[7], can be
b identifiedd as is show
wn in TABLE
E 3. Prior too 2002, the source
s
of
f
fluctuation
c
comes
from implementattion of Chinna six vital forestry
f
projects which bring
b
a hugee number
o forestry innvestment and
of
a limitatioon of timber harvesting from the 19998 Yangtzee River floods. After
2
2003,
the soource of flu
uctuation coomes from forestry
f
tenuure reform and transfoormation of business
o
operational
m
mode
in foreestry.
TAB
BLE 3 : Charaacteristics of loong-term flucttuation of foreestry economyy
Period
1993-2002
2003-2012

Average potential
p
0.152
0.213

Average amp
plitude (%)
0.3776
0.1448

Average length
l
(year)
3.5
4

Frequency (%)
0.2886
0.25
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CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we examine the short-run fluctuation and long-term fluctuation of annual growth
rate of output value of forestry in China with data covering 1993-2012. Regarding to short-run analysis
of forestry fluctuation, there are five cycles which is associated with the average wave length up to 3
years according to statistical description. As for long-term fluctuation, the trend and cyclical
components of annual growth rate of output value of forestry are identified based on results of H-P
Filter. Moreover, two long-term fluctuation of forestry economy, which is associated with Juglar cycle,
can be recognized based on Chow test.
Our findings suggest that there are obvious fluctuations in forestry economy. Prior to 2002,
forestry economy fluctuated drastically, which is mainly contributed by the implementation of China six
vital forestry projects and limitation of timber harvesting from the 1998 Yangtze River floods.
Nevertheless, relatively high frequent fluctuations of forestry economy are due to forestry tenure reform
and transformation of business operational mode in forestry after 2003. With the purpose of promoting
the growth of output value of forestry, Chinese government needs to be extra careful in implementing
relevant investment policies.
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